PRODUCT SUMMARY

AtonixOI - Resolve
Collaborative issue resolution for asset experts.

All Asset Performance Management software claim to prevent unplanned shutdowns – but most are focused on alerting
of issues. How many of these APM software solutions also focus on issue resolution - cross-organization collaboration,
economic impact calculation, and knowledge share? One – AtonixOI.
Organizations that manage large, asset intensive infrastructures struggle documenting, tracking, and resolving reliability
and performance issues. They also struggle to maintain seamless collaboration among key stakeholders, prioritization,
documentation, and management of issues and appropriate resolution steps, and storage of organizational knowledge for
future reference.
The AtonixOI Resolve Product helps organizations achieve these issues resolution goals. Whether the issues are identified
and diagnosed using the AtonixOI Operational Intelligence Solution, other data analytics tools, or manual rounds, the
Resolve Product facilitates collaboration among key personnel across the life cycle of an issue from detection through
resolution.

Proven Results

Resolve is currently being used by hundreds of plants across industries to help organizations make alerts generated by
data analytics actionable through a built in workflows to collect, review, prioritize, and manage emerging performance
and reliability issues that could potentially lead to unplanned downtime, unsafe working conditions, or inefficient
operations.

Resolve, part of the AtonixOI Operational Intelligence Solution provides organizations a way to drive
action from alerts generated by complex data analytics software platforms.

Alerts detected by data analytics solutions are only valuable if they lead to action and issues are resolved
before they impact plant operations.

Key Benefits
•

•

•

•

ASSESS ECONOMIC IMPACT: Quickly estimate each issue’s impact on reliability, efficiency, capacity and maintenance
cost using Atonix Digital’s Impact Calculator. Track asset performance history, status, and associated work orders for
enhanced communication between maintenance and performance engineering teams.
MANAGE ISSUES HOLISTICALLY: Collect and view all issues associated with an asset, system, facility, or organization at
a glance to understand operational risk, prioritize issues, and monitor resolution status of open issues.

CAPTURE ORGANIZATIONAL KNOWLEDGE: Discussion threads used to document, track, and resolve issues are used
to create a searchable knowledge base of issues identified and resolved across all assets. Say farewell to institutional
knowledge exiting the organization.
COMMUNICATE AND COLLABORATE: In product cross-organization collaboration and knowledge sharing to improve
issue resolution workflow efficiency and optimize maintenance spending.

To learn more about Atonix Digital and the AtonixOI Platform, visit Atonix.com.
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